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SOME OBSERVATDNS ON HOW
THE VETERINARY PROFESSION
CAN HELP MEAT PRODUCTION
By

R. CRAWFORD,

Veterinary

Club,

Gsborne.

THIS

paper
will deal with its subject
mainly
with
club veterinarians
in mind, hut private
practice
will not preclude
a man from undertaking
the work suggested
if he is so inclined,
and it is hoped that ideas
will be put forward
which will merit
the consideration
of all branches
of the profess.ion.
The club veterinarian
practising
in a district
where
the main form
of farming
enterprise
is the production
of meat and wool is comparaTherefore,
it may be of interest
to give
some of the
tively
new.
impressions
gained
by five years’
practice
in such :an area.
This can
probably
best be done by surveying
some of the i,elevant
aspects
of
the work done in that period.
It is fully realised
that club veterinarians
in dairying
districts
make a real contribution
to the production
of meat.
It would be interesting
to know if there is yet any significant
increase
in the number
of cast-for-age
cows, bobby
calves
and pigs slaughtered
which
could be attributed
to the establishment
of -reterinary
services.
Before
proceeding
furth.er
is must
be pointed
out that
there
will
be two things
most noticeable
about the matter
presented
in this paper:
Firstly,
it will deal with
work
done in the Gisborne
area only;
and,
secondly,
it will show the results
of an. amateur
attempting
to present
figures to support
his case.
Whether
work done locally
has more general
application,
and whether
the figures
have
any sigrificance,
statistical
or otherwise,
members
of the Society
will, no doubt,
decide
in the
discussion.
Working
approach
in
1.
2.
3.

Treatment
of disease.
Work associated
with
Advisory
work.

No. 3 obviously
the subdivisions
Treatment
This
veterinary
the club
work in
Sheep

with sheep and run
helping
the producer

of

cattle
a veterinarian
has three lines‘of
These
are:
of meat
and wool.

fertility.

overlaps
No. 2 and occasionally
too involved,
it is better
left

No. 11. Without
at that.

making

Disease:

is the type
of work which
the public
gererally
expect
of a
In fact,
were it not for opportunities
offered
by
surgeon.
system,
it would be very difficult
to build up any volume
of
the categories
listed
as 2 and 3 above.

:

With
the exception
of stud
sheep,
the individual
sheep
seldom
At least that
i.s the
opinion
held
.warrants
the expense
of treatment.
With
ewes worth
from 30/- to 632 and their
lambs
by most farmers.
The main work
a similar
amc’unt,
this idea may have to be revised.
for the store
and fat stock
sheep farmer
is not treatment,
however,
Treal;ments
such as the
and will be dealt
with under
ot.her headings.
farmer
can use himself
are dispensed
to members.
Kxamples
are injeetion outfits
far milk-fever
in ewes and arthritis
in lambs,
disinfectants
for shepherds’
hands
and antiseptic
pessaries
for ucle in ewes assisted
at lambing.
Of these latter,
some breeders
report
reduced
mortalities
in
ewes requiring
assistance.
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Outbreak
of disease
in a flock
is met occasionally
and although
treatment
can be undertaken
but seldom, opportunities
are presented
for
getting
a really
sympathetic
audience
for sermons
on prevention.
A
number
of conditions
affecting
flocks will be referred
to under
advisory
work.
Cattle:
In run cattle
the price factor
is different,
but it reqires
long and
patient
education
to get graziers
to realise
that many beasts
previously
destroyed
or sacrificed
as boners
can be successfully
treated.
The two
diseases
to which this mainly
refers
are aetinobacillosis
and epithelioma
of the eye, more commonly
known
as “woody
tongue”
and “cancer
eye.”
These have formed
the bulk of the actual
cases treated,
except
for work
of how it grows,
done in pedigree
herds.
Table
1 gives an indication
but it has been the result
of long and careful
cultivation.

TABLE 1.
CASES

IN

CATTLE
OF BEEF
VETERINARY

BREEDS
SEEN
CILUB STAFF.

BY

GISBORNE

Year ending 30th April.
From

August

1944/1945
1946
1947
1948
1’949

59
158
233
281
401

figure of percentage
of cures in
It is impossible
to give an accurate
In big holdings
the disease
is
all cases
of “woody
tongue”
treated.
often advanced
before
it is noticed,
and this makes
cure more difficult.
In the last two years
there
has been a most gratifying
tendency
for
and this has helped
considerably.
owners
to detect
the disease
early,
If an educated
guess at percentage
of cures can be permitted,
then an
estimated
85@/, of cases
of “woody
tongue”
is cured.
It is realised
but not without
serious
loss of
that
some get better
spontaneously,
condition.
It is interesting
to note
that
Guilbert
et al. (1948)
claim
that
eye cancer
is a disease
of significant
economic
importance
in U.S.A.
Also of interest
is that
the lesion
described
by these
authors
has a
different
predilection
site from
that
seen in Herefords
in Gisborne.
In the cases observed
by the Gisborne
Veterinary
Club taff over 80%
has originated
on the eyeball.
This differs
from the classically
described
Depending
on the progress
of the
site of the lower
or third
eyelids.
disease,
either the tumour
can be removed
from the eye or the whole eye
ablated.
Success
depends
on the state of the disease,
but over all cases
treated
it has been better
than 80%.
Other
bulls,
but
concerned
metabolic

conditions
are occasionally
treated
in run cattle,
especially
they
are considerably
fewer.
It may interest
those
more
with
dairying
that
beef
cattle
are not entirely
free from
diseases.

Work Associated with Fertility:
If any major contribution
can be made to the production
of meat
and wool by the veterinary
or any other
profession,
it will be made
in boosting
natural
increase
of hill-country
flocks
and herds
to the
This maximum
will vary
greatly
according
to the type of
maximum.
country,
and to a lesser
extent,
with
breeds
used.
Though
the club
veterinarian
may
have
ideas
about
more
suitable
breeds
for certain
types
of country,
his immediate
job, at least, is getting
the maximum
potential
production
from those being used.
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Sheep

:

In the ewe the veterinarian
can do little
about
fertility
except
on feeding
prior to and at the time of mating.
This advice
is
advise
very much easier
given
than the production
of feel1 at the right
time
under
grazing
conditions
in a district
subject
to drought.
There
is more exact
knowledge
of the factors
causine
sterilitv
in
To what
extent
male sterility
affects
Iambin;
percentiges
the ram.
under
hill-country
conditions
is not known.
It is the writer’s
belief
that male sterility
may on occasions
cause serious
1’3s~. but that
senerally it is not the “main” contribut.ory
cause of poor percentages.
Reasons
for this are difficult
to advance,
except
that
lambing
figures
over a
period
of years in any district
seem to correlate
closely
with conditions
of pastures
in the late summer
and autumn
months.

E

The ram. however.
is an animal
that
can be examined
for fertility
easily
and {uickly.
Gross
abnormalities
of the testicle
can be felt
through
the scrotum.
With nractice
less obvious
lesions
are detected.
In 1947 some 2,698 rams were-examined
by palpation
of the testicles
and
classified
into three groups:(a:
(b:l
(c)

sound,
temporarily
infertile,
probable
poor breeders.

The examination
is carried
out as near as possible
to the time of
the rams being put out.
The farmer
is advised
to use his sound rams
at once, and put those marked
as temporarily
infertile
out later.
As
the rams are only seen once, it is not known
whether
those with temporary
sterility
improve,
but at least
they
are
not competing
with
good rams in the first month
of tupping.
‘(Probable
poor breeders”
are
culled as these show permanent
lesions.
1947 was one of the best lambings
in the Gisborne
district
for many
This piece of good luck resulted
in a request
for over 5,000 ram
years.
examinations
in 1945.
That year was one of poor percentages,
but rather
surprisingly
to one dealing
with farmers,
this year ,the 9,000 mark was
exceeded.
It will be appropriate
here to sum up far,mer
opinion
on the
results
of this work.
The general
concensus
of graziers’
opinions
can be
summarised
as follows:1. The lamb drop is more even.
If the ewes
in good numbers
at the start
of the mating
season,
the first month
of lambing.

were coming
the majority

on heat
lamb in

2. There are less dry ewes.
A few farmers
have volunteered
data
on this, but ;here
are not sufficient
numbers
to be of any
moment.
As these
counts
are taken
at docking
time,
it is doubtful
if anyone
can judge
accurately
whether
a ewe was empty
or lost her lamb.
3. There
are some who consider
their
percenta,ge
have increased
compared
with neighbours
in the same year.
This, of course,
refers
to
neighbours
who did not use “examined”
rams,
and whose
percentages
hitherto
had been similar.
It is realised
that
there
are those
who have
a profound
respect
for farmer
opinion,
but who prefer
to give a dissenting
opinion
on
The
above
impressions
of graziers
are given
with
that
occasions.
realisation.
In 1943 some twenty-four
rams classified
as proba.ble
“poor breeders”
were sent to Ruakura
Animal
Research
Station
where
Mr. J. P. James
and his colleagues
submitted
them to more critical
tests.
Table 2 gives
the results
of the twenty-one
rams which
could be persuaded
to give
a semen sample.
It

will

be:
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TABLE
CLINICAL

FINDINGS

IN FIELD.

2.
REPORT

FROM

RUAKURA

R.ESEARCH

STATION.

Ram No.
165
Left

complete

G166

Very

marked

167

Atrophy

168

Unilateral
fibrosis
complete
in right
testicle.
Left in good condition.

169

Ram
in
poor
epididymitis.

170

Moderate
mouth.

171

Right testicle,
induration
of tail of
Left
medium
size and
epididymis.
fair tone.

Keen, good quantity
concentration.

and

172

Advanced
bilateral
epididymitis,
fibrous atrophy especially in left testicle.

Keen,
water
sperms.

with

odd

Free
heads,
sperms.

173

epididymis
grossly
enLeft
larger,
larged and fibroaed, head more clearly
Incipient
Right
defined.
flabby.
epididymitis.

Keen, good motility
concentration.

and

Good.

Sound.

174

Gummy.

Keen, good quantity,
motility.

poor

Fair appearance.

Weak.

175

Left

Keen, but would not serve
readily.

Fairly

Moderate.

176

Left
normal
infantile.

and

Right

Keen,
thin,
motility.

Poor, lot of returned

177

Loft testicle
and fibrosed.

small, right
Full mouth.

small

Keen,
dead.

E

fibrosis,

good.

orchitis.

Typical

of left.

bilateral.

bilateral

petrified.
good

Full

atrophy.

Right
tone.
very

thin,

normal.

Very
ance.

keen.
Good

Keen?
motlhty

mostly

Good appearmotility.

very
thin
poor
in few sperms.

Keen.
Good quality, concentration
and motility.

very

fairly
thin,

Morphology.

foot

Keen, very thin, sperms
all dead.
Some cells.

I?arly

condition.

atrophy,

very

Keep,
dead.

and ‘induration

testicle

Right

Service Details.
No services collected
rot.

good
mostly

High proportion
ed tails.

of returnSterile.

CoiIed tails, loose
very ‘few normal.
Fairly

good

Classification.

heads,
Sterile,

picture.

F. Good.

Very poor.

Sterile.

Good.

Sound.

Good.

Sound.

Very

very

few

good.

poor.

tails.

Sterile.

Poor.
Sterile.

TABLE
CINICAZ

5

FINDINGS

2-Continued.

IN FIELD.

REPORT

Ram No.
178
Full-mouth ram. Small testicles in correct propnrtinn fair tone classified as
atrophy.

Very
servo.

G179

Both testicles very small. Right, body
of testicle
completely
fibrosed.
Left
in normal proportions but rudimentary.

Keen,

I/5

Four tooth.
Marked
epididymis of left, right

induration
of
moderate size.

Keen, thick, mostly

194

Bilntcral

Four-year-old.

Keen, thick,
motility.

486

Bilateral
cpididymitis
and advanced
fibrous atrophy.
Fix-year-old
ram.

Keen, watery,
no sperms.

,750

incipient

Woul;

1017

Five-year-old.
Moderate
atrophy,
cipient epididymitis
of right.

1525

Orchitis

epididymitis.

biiatcrni

left,

right

epididymitis.

small,

atrophied.

n__.__.
_,.J Body of left
we
1e”-J__^^_
Go,&
.“IU.
and slightly fibrosed.
Right
lump separate from epididymis
part of body 7 abscess or
coele.
2795

Four-tooth.
Typical
ment, bilateral.

19444

Complete epididymitis
normal but sm’all.

in-

nCrnnh’n,=l
yy’“r..lspherical
in lower
spermato-

under-developof right.

Left

Service
nervous.

watery,

not

FROM

RUAIKURA

Details.
Would not

all dead.

dead.

fairly

good

practically

RESEARCH

Morphology.

Returned

Mostly
cells.
Poor,

tails,

free
returned

Only few

fret

STATION.
Classification.

very

thin.

Sterile.

heads

and

Sterile.

tails.

Weak.

heads.

Sterile.

88iVB.

Keen, thick sperm
lated mostly dead.
Keen, watery,
no sperms.

floceu-

practically

and

Sterile.

heads.

Sterile.

a.11 detached

Sterile.

Poor, returned
free heads.
Very

few

all free

Very keen very watery,
no sperm practically.

Very
few
heads.

Keen, thin, slight motility.

Very

Keen, thick
lot of cells.

Very bad, free
pus cells.

poor

motility

poor

tails

distort-shapes.
heads

and

Practically
Sterile.
Sterile.

seen from this table that four of these twenty-one
rams were sound.
This emphasises the arbitary nature of the decisions made, and opens
up the subject
of the advisability
of removing
the affected testicle
in such rams, a problem worthy of investigation.
The clinical findings
given in Table 2 are those made at t.he time of examination
on the
farm, and have received no further editing.
Other questions must arise.
How’many
sterile rams are missed by the-method
oi examination
used?
What are the causes of the conditions found9
And so on. In a country
which puts nearly 20,000,OOO breeding ewes to the ram each year thest!
are pertinent questions.
Over the three years the proportion
fication has been reasonably similar.
70%
20%
10%

of rams falling

into each classi-

were sound,
temporarily
infertile,
probable “poor breeders.”

The graziers themselves refer to them as good rams, “doubtfuls”
and
“duds.”
It takes constant emphasis to make them realise that there is
little doubt ahout temporary
infertility
in the ram.
The apparent
caginess in the terminology
applied to the “duds” is necessary as it was
foreseen that this work would produce a crop of cow paddock experiments, and that laymen do not readily realise that fertility is a relative
rather than an absolute state.
In an e,ffort to evaIuate the effect this work has had on lambing
percentages,
about fifty graziers were asked to furnish some data in a
Obviously
any increase bver
circular letter.
About thirty replied.
previous years’ percentages
would have no meaning.
It was felt that
if a sufficiently
large group of ewes in one area had had similar
lambing figures to the county figures for three years prior to the rams
being examined, any change subsequently might reasonably be attributed
to the elimination of infertile rams.
TABLE
COOK AND
Year.
1944
1945
1946
1947
194’3

WAIXOHU

:3.

COIJNTIES

COMBINED.

“Lambs.
713,686
691,890
662,605
687,182
$645,530

*Ewes.
804,352
781,212
t 770,000
764,565
768,4S 7

* Figures from statistical
reports on Agricultural
production:
Census & Statistics Dept.
.

t No census on ewes in 1946; this is an estimated
$ Not yet available
estimates Journal

from Statistics
of Agricultu-re,

%
88.6
88.4
84.6
89.8
84.2
and

Pastoral

number.

Dept.
Taken from
January, 1949.

lambing

Table 3 gives the figures for Cook and Waikohu counties combined
These figures are taken from the Annual R’eport of
over five years.
The estimate of number of ewes
the Census and Statistics DeDartment.
in 1946 had to be made, and&a figure compatible with the falling trend,
and the fact that there was a drought that year has been given.
The
estimated figure for lambs in 1948 will urobablv
turn out to be fairly
I
accurate
comparing
these estimates with previ”ous years.
While discussing Table 3, it is apposite to remember that probably there has been
a 10% mortality before the lambs are counted at docking, and a varying
number of ewes have twins.
It is possible that one-fifth of the breeding
ewes in this type of country do not rear a lamb each year.
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TABLE
FIGURES

Year.

1944
1945
1946
1947
1945

FROM

4.

PROPERTIES
USING ‘LEXARIINED”
IN 1947 AND 1948.

No. of Properties.
21
25
29
24
30

Lsmba.
63,022
72,860
72,068
65,488
69,866

Ewes.
70,843
81,192
83,559
67,832
75,675

RAMS

_.

%
88.9
89.8
86.2
96.5
89.0

Some owners were not able to furnish figures for the earlier years,
and for that reason the number of properties
from which the figures
are computed are given in Table 4. lOnly those havtng rams examined
are included
in the 1947 figures, ‘which
accounts
fcir the drop in the
numbers
of properties
furnishing
returns
for that year.
TABLE
COMPARISOP;
Year.

OF

!j.

PERCENTAGES

Counties.

IN

Examined

88.6
88.4
84.6
89.8
84.2

1944
1945
1,946
1947
1948
* Computed

from

flocks

TABLES

3 & 4.

Group.

88.9
89.8
86.2

which

had

rams

Difference.
0.3
1.4
1.6
6.7
4.8

e:ramined.

Table
5 gives
the difference
of the percentages
of the groups in
Tables 3 and 4. With only two years’ results it would be rash to jump
to any conclusions.
In legal parlance, it is felt that a prima facie
case has been established;
the useful decision of “not proven”
used
In
If, however, a 2% increase
in Seottish ccsurts is applicable
here.
lambing
returns
could result
from
ram examination,
it would
justify
more veterinarians
turning
their
effortis to the problems
of the meat
and wool industries.
Cattle:
Run cattle
on hill-country
have been aptly
described
as agricultural
implements
insofar
as they are used to control
pasture
growth
for sheep
grazing.
They do make a eonsiderabls
contribution
to the countrv’s
production
oi meat.
Data regarding
calving
percentages
in these
animals are not available
Prom any source; a fact indicative
of the
general aaathv of the meat and wool industries
as to the Droductive
&ieiency‘of
<heir animals.
Recent reports in the press abo;t tractors
show farmers capable of collecting
very convincing
figures about them
when it is necessary to spend dollars for their purchase.
If the “agricultural implement”
just does not get. born, it arlparently
does not
impinge as forcibly on the consciousness
or the pocket.
In the first few years of the Gisborne Veterina:rv ‘Club’s existence
a number of herds were examined for sterility with “brucellosis
as the
main suspect.
The routine was to take blood samples from ten of the
dry cows for test.
Roughly it worked out that 40% of these dry cows
were suffering
from brucellosis.
This meant that the average herd
had about 20’% affected with this disease.
In only one herd were no
reactors found.
When vaccination
of heifers with Strain 19 vaccine was used, a
guarded guess of an ultimate increase of about 5% in calvings was given,
with better results where a heavy known incidence
of the disease
occurred.
The early results have tended to confirm this.
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TABLE
CaLVING

Year.
1944
1945
1946
1947
1948

STATISTICS

No. of Properties.
22
25
33
34
35

FROM

6.

HElRDS

Cows Mated.
i,400
7;Sii
9,516
9,656
9,712

IN GISBORNE

AREA.

Calves Marked.
5,285
5;144
6,004
7,175
7,150

%
71.5
65.1
63.0
74.2
i3.5

Table 6 was computed as the res,ult of another circular letter to
Again figures
about sixty graziers who have had heifers vaccinated.
for earlier years were not in all cases available.
This table reveals that
for five years at least a quarter of the breeding herd has not reared
Thus any work which will improve this state of affairs must
a calf.
help the ultimate production of meat.
TABLE
COMPARISON

7.

OF KNOWN
VACCIN4TED
WITH “REMAINDER.”

COWS

Remainder.
Year.
194i
194s

No. of Properties.
34
35

“Cows.
5,548
s;253

Calves.
6,272
5;968

73.4
72.3

Year.
1947

No. of Properties.
15
19

Vaccinated
Cows.
Cows.
1,105
1;459

Galves.
903
1,152

81.0
SO.5

1945

Increased Percentage
in Vaccinated
Cows.
....
.
-...
....
7.6
1947
1945
.._.
____ . .._
_...
8.5
ii Included here are a number of vaccinated
cows
which no separate tallies were kept.

%

%

on

In a few properties
only, have breeders kept separate tallies of
By subtracting
the total numbers of
calves from vaccinated
cows.
vaccinated
cows and their calves from the overall total for 1947 and
s.re arrived at. These do include
1948 the figures for the “remainder”
some vaccinated
cattle, but the numbers of the groups are sufficiently
large to make the comaarison worthwhile.
Two returns for vaccinated
cows covering some 206 are included where the calvings have remained
below 50%.
These two stations are close to or bound a property on
which a diagnosis of trichomoniasis
ha,s recently been made.
Much remains to be done in the field of run cattle fertility.
An
immediate
need is the linding of a practicable
method of testing unhandled, shy and sometimes truculent bulls for sterility.
Trichomoniasis
has been found positively
in two herds and almost certainly in a third.
The problems presented by this disease are very real; firstly, it is difficult to make a certain
diagnosis,
and, secondly,
control is almost
impossible in some areas after diagnosis has been made.
Work of a different nature, but associated with fertility, is pregnancy
diagnosis in cows in the early winter months.
This enables fat empty
cows to be killed at the height of the spring beef market.
In the case
of store cows, the knowledge
that they are not in calf allows the
breeder to put them on short commonis or sell them, and thus they do
not compete with those pregnant for a limited food supply.
Advisory

Work:

Extension work will not be discussed at any length in this paper.
The following
channels are used for getting advice on a diversity
of
subjects
to graziers:
circulars,
newspaper
articles,
radio talks, farm
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schools and direct advice to the individual,
sometimes
solicited
and
sometimes volunteered.
The tvue of subject on which advice is given
It is impossible
to cover all %hese
will be of more interest
here:
will
subjects,
but the following
list, with remarks where necessary,
indicate
the range of topics with which the veterinarian
must be
This advice may embody the application
of
prepared to offer advice.
scientific principles
or results of research work to local conditions,
or
it may he merely the appraisement
of the methods of successful
husbandmen and passing them on to others.
A.

Routine
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

procedures.
Assistance
at lambing.
Docking, castration
and earmarking.
.Shearing and crutching.
,
Dipping.
Dehorning.
Branding.

Nearly every meat or wool producing animal in New Zealand falls
a victim to one or more of these interferences,
with the possible exception of the sow. Associated with nearly all of them losses are occasionally encountered.
If stock suffer more than a minimal check to growth
or gain in weight that should also be c.onsidered a loss.
Where deaths
do occur, and an accurate
diagnosis
and subsequent
explanation
is
offered, such a salutory lesson makes prevention
of repetitions
easy.
But the mair aim is to ensure that all forms of loss are avoided.
Unfortunately
there are no records of trials being carried out to find
the best method of docking’and
castration
for hill-country.
Large
paddocks and different conditions of mustering and the sites for mothering make trials carried out elsewhere inapplicable,.
With others of
these routine procedures
similar gaps in knowledge
exist while the
loss to the industry remains unknown.
I;est this be taken as an attempt
to cry “Wolf”:
many intelligent
and observant
graziers
claim their
highest death-rate
is in the two months after shearing.
Perhaps
undue stress has been placed on these matters,
but they do serve
as almost daily reminders of the innumerable
simple questions farmers
can ask to which there is no saCsfactory
answer.
B.

Parasites.

Drenching
was purposely
omitted
under the heading
of routine
nrocedures although with many graziers it is considered as such.
The
control of internal parasites
must be aouroaehed
from the advisorv
angle.
A veterinary -club can do much by-selling effective anthelmintics
at reduced prices to its members, and at the same tine emphasising that
drenching is an aid to eood management
of vounu stock. but cannot
replace i;. Progress in this work is-slow, but ,grad&ly
it is learnt that
the expert has something to offer in thins field. Most converts are made
after real trouble fromMC’worms” is encountered,
and proper treatment
shows effective results.
An interesting
sidelight is the case of one man who has greatly
increased his cattle to sheep ratio over the last ten years.
The only
stock where an obvious benefit from drenching is seen are the weakest
and poorest of his weaner calves.
In the autumn there are many calves weaned from hill-country
herds and bought for overwinterinr
in the Gisborne flats.
Set-stocked
and heavily-stocked
as they are, t&e parasite prob<e!m is real.
Propaganda to combat deaths and 1ac.k of ‘thrift under these conditions
has
had good results.
External parasites in sheep are never a very pressing problem, and
the arm of the law has a hand in this matter.
In cattle, however, this
position, legally at least, is different.
Most cases of mange, lice and
ticks are noticed when one is working on. some other job. Whether these
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parasites are the cause of significant loss to the industry in New Zealand is not known, and this problem,
although
not of the highest
importance,
will merit future investigation.
Fly-strike
comes under this heading.
There are some paddocks in
where for three years owners
heavily bushed and coastal properties
have reported ZO”/n morbidity
in late ;summer months.
Over a wider
area in some seasons crutch strike in lambs during the period between
tailing and shearing causes a loss that varies with the year.
1945 was
15% of
a bad year, and over some twenty p.roperties an estimated
Trials with new preventive
preparations
have
lambs was affected.
given slightly encouraging
but inconclusive
results.
C.

Miscella.neous

Diseases.

Scabby mouth: The. use of vaccine against this disease in encouraged by all possible means.
Some years are worse than others, and it
is difficult
to impress on farmers that taking precautions
against a
disease which occurs only every few years is worthwhile.
Pootrot:
A service has been offered in which a veterinarian
would
help and supervise at least the initial stages of a campaign of eradicaAs an indication
of the fact that sheep men do
tion in‘ any property.
not yet regard veterinary aid as really necessary, no-one is more aware
received
from the negligible
of this than the writer, the impression
response was that it seemed unncessary to have %ets.”
show farmers
how to pare sheeps’ feet.
Pacial Eczema: It would be easier to say nothing about this disease,
but its absence would probably be noted.
SuEice to say that from what
one thinks one knows about it advice about precautions is given.
Cobalt deficiency:
An attempt is being made to define the cobalt
Where they are found there still remains
deficient areas in the district.
the pressing problem of an economic method of getting cobalt on to
these areas which are remote from aerodromes.
Pulpy kidney: Is generally considered to be the main cause of loss
of lambs about the age of one month.
Yet of specimens from sixteen
such lambs sent to Wallaceville
Diagnostic
Laboratory,
only seven gave
positive results.
Where the loss of lambs appears to warrant the cost,
the use of the prophylactic
is encouraged.
Other diseases about which advice is frequently
given are bearing
trouble, pink-eye, ryegrass staggers, fescue foot and pizzle-rot.
D.

Miscellaneous

Matters.

In fat lamb flocks especially, the use of marked rams or vasectomised
teasers is advised after tuppmg in order that dry ewes need not be
carried over the lean period before early spring growth.
The use of
is encouraged.
sires leaving
heavier lambs for fat lamb production
The wastage
caused by the overnight
standing .of suckling
lambs
before slaughter is pointed out.
These unrelated topics are mentioned
as instances of an interest in purely production
matters of which there
are many that merit the attention of the veterinarian.
In the foregoing
there has been presented a mixture of work that
has been done, and work that the writer believes to be at least worthy
of consideration.
The reader can decide whether a case has been established for the more widespread use of veterinary assistance by the meat
and wool industries.
Nothing
new has been described
although the
application
of some methods to commercial
grazing conditions may not
have been undertaken before.
If any ideas have been presented which
will be taken up by others in their own districts, it is hoped that they
shall make some endeavour to examine their work critically
as they go
along.
Reference:
Guilbert, H. R., Wahid, A., Wagnon, R. A., and Gregory
P. W. (1948) “Journal of Animal Science 7:426.”
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Discussion on Mr. Crawford’s

Paper

Mr. MITCHELL:
I would like to ask Mr. Crawford
if on the hillcountry
in the Gisborne
district
the method
of holding
the ewes together
I have known
quite large
increases
during
tupping
time is practised.
to occur that way in the percenta.ge
of lambs.
question
because
many
Mr. CRAWFORD:
That is a very int cresting
people
imagine
that they can greatly
increase
the lambing
percentages
by drawing
their sheep together
once or twice during
the tupping
season.
I have been trying
to persuade
them that it is better
to run them more
intensively
than
to try to draw
them together
once or twice
a week.
I have been doing my best to persuade
graziers
to get some autumn
saved
pasture
and at the same time concentrate
the ewes.
Mr. MITC’HELL:
I do not mean drawing
the ewes together
twice
a week but holding
them during
that period.
In the case I have been
referring
to there has been a rise of 20 per cent.
They hold the ewes
Then ta.ke the ewes out every week or
together
and raddle
their rams.
so after
they have been marked
and put those marked
ewes away with
a few rams until
they get through
their
flocks.
I know of two cases
that
used to have
62 per cent.
of lambs,
they
are now getting
80
per cent.
Mr.

CRAWFORD:

I have

not

as yet

any

results

to

offer

on that.

Mr. SWINBURN:
First
of all I think
you gave eviden’ce
of 20 per
cent.
temporary
sterility
and 10 or 12 per cent.
so-called
permanent
What percentage
rams-would
you advise
to ppt out on typical
sterility.
Gisborne
hill-country?
Also have you found
any desire
amongst
stud
breeders
to have their
rams examined
before
they have been sold?
Mr. CRJAWFORD:
The first answer
is that generally
on an average
about
3 per cent. of rams have been used in the past.
I have advised
people
that with the loss of approximately
10 per cent. they need not
buy any more rams and I think
t.here has been no drop in percentages.
The second
question
is a very
difficult
one.
It touches
on b+eeders’
politics
and I prefer
not to examine
it.
I have been invited
once to
examine
rams prior
to a ram sale.
I examined
400 and I sent seven
home and three
to the freezing
works.
Mr. FORDE:
Could I ask if any other veterinarians
have conflrmatory
figures
on the point, Mr. Crawford
made and on the’ initial
work
he has done in cattle
sterility,
the figure of 20 to 25 per cent?
Mr. C,R.AWFORD:
1 have not any exact
(Hawke’s
Bay), but 1 would say the percentage
in the vicinity
of 60 per cent.

figures
for your district
of live c.alves would be

Mr. FORDE:
As a farmer
I can confirm
that.
Many
of us think
low rainfall
is a contributing
factor
and we are in one of those low
rainfall
areas in Hawke’s
Bay and the average
seems somewhere
between
Last year it was 63 per cent. in about
900 cows.
68 to 70 per cent.
A problem
that has vitally
interested
Hawke’s
Bay this year is grassAs we are asked
to increase
production
what
co-operation
staggers.
can we get from
the scientitlc
side?
This gras-staggers
has worried
me since 1938.
I am prepared
to co-operate
with the local Government
veterinaria.n
but things
do not get very
far as he has an enormous
100 tons at least
of pasture
were required.
I believe
Mr.
territory.
Laing
went to the extent
of arranging
a trial
with
a certain
amount
of co-operation
from
outside
and
then
facial
eczema
broke
out in
Gisborne.
Many
of us who are seriously’
affected thi3 year would
like
assistance
on that
one angle because
we have Mr. Levy
asking
us to
encourage,
in conjunction
with
increased
production,
the raising
of
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standards
of our grasslands.
I, as a layman,
have increased
my liability
from the grass-staggers
point of view -through
increasing
the percentage
of the opinion
that
of English
granses
and Mr. Laing
is .;ery strongly
there is an ever-increasing
danger
from toxic. substances
as we increase
May I ask you, Mr. Chairman,
the percentage
of improved
pasture.
whether
we as farmers,
can get a bit further?
CHAIRMAN:
I think
turned
over to the meeting.

that is a very fair question
which should
be
Perhaps
Mr. Crawford
could comment
first.

Mr. CRAWFORD:
It is very difficult
for me as a practising
veterinarian
to say much.
In the Gisborne
district
we have this matter
of
I think
it opens up the whole factor
of disease
in
rye-grass
staggers.
the meat
and woo1 industries.
If those industries
were able to show
the loss from that particnlar
disease
as being higher
relatively
than some
other
diseases,
I think
then
they
would
have
a case to take
to the
money
and maybe
then
something
departments
expending
taxpayers’
would
be done.
I do not know
how serious
it is relative
to other
diseases.
Dr. FILMER:
This disease
has been under the notice
of the Animal
Research
Division
for some little
time but it does nresent
difficulties
in investigation.
The evidence
we have,
would
suggest
it is due to
something
toxic in the pasture.
We can only investigate
that,
if we
can get samnles
of toxic&oasture.
We have tried to do-that
with every
possrble
means
without
a;y very great
degree
of success.
The general
story is that a smallish
percentage
of :animals in a naddock
will be verv
That presents
a-very
real problem-for
an investigator.
badiy
affected.
I do not know what data there is available
to suggest
that newer strains
of pasture
are producing
more diseases
than the old ones.
Staggers
is
certainlv
not confined
to the new pastures
nor is it confined
to New
I have seen the identical
disease
in QueensIand
on pastures
Zealand:
which
were not good pastures
by New Zealo~nd standards
and did not
show nnv of the new New Zealand
strains.
However.
if occasions
occur
where
a” large
percentage
of sheep or cattle
in any part
are affected,
and the stock
owners
would
notify
the veterinarians
in that
district
then we could get samples
of the pasture
to work with and would
be
only too pleased
to do so.
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